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Introduction:

Although this library was developed and tested on a Microchip PIC18F4550 MCU it will run on 
any MCU that can manage 6 control lines (output) and 8 data lines (bidirectional).  If RESET is tied to 
Vdd,  only  5  control  lines  are  required.   The  source  code  (both  C  and  Assembly)  were 
compiled/assembled using the MPLAB IDE v8.70 and the following components:

- mcc18.exe v3.45
- mpasmwin.exe v5.48
- mplink.exe v4.46
- mplib.exe v4

This tool set was running under Windows XP as a VirtualBox guest O/S hosted with Linux Mint 14. 
All of this was installed on a Dell Inspiron 1501 PC  which ran without problems.  With procedural 
abstraction enabled, the complete library and the 600 line demo program utilized 69% of the PIC's 32K 
memory.   Refer  to  the  Installation  and  Customization  Guide for  complete  details  on  creating  a 
working copy of the GLCD library for a specific application.

Assembly  language  routines  have been  included  in  this  package  as  extras.   They  are  not 
required to use the basic text and graphic features.  The assembly routines can be used to read and write 
flash program memory as well as EEPROM memory.  An example assembly routine has been included 
to illustrate how the GLCD's control lines can be configured using a shift register.  Circuit diagrams 
have also been included to provide suggestions on how best to wire up a working system.  It is hoped 
that this information will help a systems designer use the GLCD library to its fullest advantage.

The  library  provides  a  comprehensive  set  of  basic  text  and graphics  that  will  cover  many 
applications.  It can, however, be modified and enhanced to suit a specific application's needs.  The 
information contained within this documentation package will help gain an in depth understanding of 
how all the functions are designed.  From there appropriate changes can be made if required.  All the 
header and source code files are included.

The GLCD library has been designed to work with a small memory model (less than 64k) and 
the traditional MCU instruction set.  Not an unreasonable choice given the PIC18F4550 has only 32K 
of flash memory.  There is no reason that the source code can't be compiled for another memory model. 
That said, all the development and testing has been done using a small memory model.

This  document  goes  through  all  the  functions/routines  in  detail.   Function  prototypes, 
arguments, usage, coding example, screen shots and technical description have been provided for each 
function.  A full understanding requires the reader to have a basic background in C, data types, variable 
declarations and MCU architecture.  To help with using the GLCD library a C demo program has been 
included.  This will help by providing real world examples of how the functions are used.  The demo 
should also be used as a benchmark for testing the GLCD for proper operation.  The demo uses all the 
features of the library and if it runs one can safely assume that wiring, timing and software are working 
properly.  Getting the demo program to run is the first task that should be accomplished.
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GLCD Layout, Text, Graphics and Global Variables:

The GLCD display consists of a pixel grid 128 wide by 64 tall.  This matrix contains a total of 
8,192 pixels  which  are  stored in  the  GLCD's  RAM as  1024 8 bit  bytes.   Pixels  are  mapped and 
illuminated under software control to reproduce characters from font tables and graphic symbols from 
mathematical algorithms.  It's  important to distinguish between character mapping accomplished as 
rows and columns from (x,y) graphic mapping which is the first quadrant of a Cartesian coordinate 
system.  Where both x and y are both positive integer values.  For text, the upper left display position is 
row=1 and col=1.  Characters advance from left to right and from top to bottom.  Line wrapping and 
scrolling are handled automatically similar to teletype style output devices.  The origin for graphics is 
(0,0) which is the pixel at the lower left.  The x axis (0 → 127) is horizontal and advances to the right. 
The y axis (0 → 63) is vertical and advances towards the top.  See the diagram below for details:

This is how the default display is mapped and organized.  Text and graphics can be freely mixed 
to create more complex displays.  It's important to note that hardware scrolling which occurs when the 
display becomes full with text changes the top (and bottom) reference lines.  This means (0,0) is no 
longer the origin.  Any graphic primitives drawn after a scroll will potentially be displaced vertically 
from the origin with possible unexpected results.  The exception is if the display scrolls completely 
around thus restoring (0,0) as the origin.

Both a system font and a limited large font are included with the GLCD library.  The system 
font maps as 8 rows of 21 characters for a total of 168 characters possible on the display.  The limited 
large font maps as 4 rows of 14 characters for a total of 56 characters possible on the display.  The  
system and large fonts can be mixed.  A precise character position function XY_Chr has been included 
to allow characters in either font to be positioned at pixel resolutions.  This may be useful for charts, 
graphs and/or diagrammatic presentations.  Consult the Fonts.h file for the characters available in each 
font.  This file includes the bit map font tables.
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Control of the GLCD  is accomplished by supplying parameters to C callable functions and 
through setting global variables.  Below is a list of important global variables and their definitions:

Variables sf, lf and fw are used to establish the current font.  fw points to the current font and is 
used by all the functions that involve fonts.  Before any font can be displayed the corresponding font 
pointer (sf or lf) must be initialized and then set as the current font.  This is accomplished by a single C 
statement. Only one font may be the current font at any given time.  See the example C code below:

fw = Init_Font(Font_Sys5x7, &sf); /* Initialize system font and make it the current font */ 
fw = Init_Font(Font_8x15, &lf); /* Initialize large font and make it the current font */

In practice,  only one of these statements would be used to “turn on” a  given  font.   Fonts can be 
dynamically switched as required.  In this way both fonts can appear within a given display.  Simply 
establish the current font before calling any of the font routines.  Good examples of this have been 
included in the GLCD_Demo.c source code file.  sf stands for system font, lf stands for large font and 
fw stands for the font currently working.  

Variables row and col establish the current display position.  Their maximum value depends on 
which font is the current font.  row = 1 and  col = 1 is always the upper left corner of the default 
display, however.  The default display being that condition which follows a clear or reset.  The system 
font allows 21 characters per line and 8 lines total.  The limited large font allows 14 characters per line 
and 4 lines total.   Exceeding these values will  result  in an unpredictable display.   The GLCD has 
hardware scrolling which remaps the top line.  Should a scroll occur, row = 1 will no longer be the top 
line.  The font display functions automatically handle this.  If an application plans on manipulating row 
then  scrolling  may  need  to  be  considered.   For  teletype  style  character  output,  row and  col will 
automatically be incremented.  Line wrap and scrolling will automatically be handled as well.  row and 
col come in handy when printing to a specific display position.  The application must keep track of 
their values when switching fonts.
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ram FW_FONT sf; /* System font information */
ram FW_FONT lf; /* Large font information */
ram FW_FONT *fw; /* Pointer to current font */
ram unsigned char col=1; /* Row and col for TTY style output */
ram unsigned char row=1;
ram unsigned char color=WHITE; /* Color of chars and graphics */
ram unsigned char sp=0; /* Scroll pixel accumulator */
ram unsigned char LCD_Full=FALSE; /* Set TRUE when display is full */ 

/* IE no more lines available */
ram unsigned char top_row=1; /* Set in the Scroll function */
ram unsigned char CByte=0; /* Used for GLCD control lines */

rom unsigned char Font_Sys5x7[]; /* System font bitmap table */
rom unsigned char Font_8x15[]; /* Limited large font table */



color is the current display color.  It is set to either BLACK or WHITE.  This has been included to 
handle the C standard library's printf and make managing the GLCD display color easier.  Each of the 
display functions has its own “color” parameter for maximum control of the output.  Using the tilde 
character '~' inverse color operations can easily be created.  The below C statements are an example of 
how this might be used:

color = WHITE; /* Fonts and graphics are white */
GLCD_Clear(~color); /* Clear display to black */
Draw_Fill(0, 0, 30, 30, color); /* Draw filled area as white */

The above draws white figures on a black display.  To invert this display (black on white) simply set 
color to BLACK in the first statement.  If printf is being used it will look at color to determine what 
color to make the output.

The GLCD provides hardware scrolling in either direction.  This allows for very fast changes in 
the screen's vertical pixel orientation.  Scrolling is accomplished by issuing a command to the GLCD 
hardware which instructs it to use a different top line.  The display's top line may be any value from 0 
to 63 with 0 being the default.  Pixels are controlled via sending an 8 bit byte to a specific chip, page 
and Y address.  Each byte sets a vertical column of pixels for that specific address.  The display is 
mapped into 8 vertically stacked pages with each page being 8 pixels tall.  A total of 64 lines (8 pages x 
8 bits per page) covers the vertical dimension of the display.  A horizontal  line represents the same 
pixel position across all Y addresses for that page.  The display RAM holds 1024 bytes and this full 
amount is always used for display.  In simple terms, the top line tells the hardware which byte to start 
with.  If the top line is set to 0 then the display processes lines  from 0, 1, 2, …......... 61, 62, 63 to 
capture all 64 lines.  63 being the last line (default after clear or reset).  If the top line is set to 5 then the 
display processes lines from 5, 6, 7, …....... 63, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 to capture all 64 lines.  4 being the last line. 
The effect is a scrolling of the display's content upward as a re-entrant loop.  No lines are erased or lost 
but  simply displayed in  a  displaced sequence.  To keep track of  the  display's  scrolled  position,  a 
variable sp has been defined.  This is the scroll accumulator and is used by the scrolling algorithms to 
keep track of where the display is.  From this variable the software can determine the current top and 
bottom physical  lines.   These can  then  be  correctly  mapped  into  logical  font  rows.   This  allows 
scrolling of text both up and down.  Text feeds in from the bottom on upward scrolling and from the top 
on  downward  scrolling.   Since  the  physical  top/bottom  lines  are  constantly  changing,  ongoing 
calculations are required to feed text into the display properly.  Upward scrolling  (bottom feed in) is 
handled automatically by the functions in the GLCD library.  Downward scrolling (top feed in) is easily 
implemented and a good example can be found in the GLCD_Demo.c program file.  The contents of 
the display has nothing to do with hardware scrolling.  Any display can be scrolled.  Scrolling has less 
value with graphics, however.

LCD_Full is a boolean variable that is set TRUE when the display fills with text lines.  This 
variable is used by the scrolling functions to manage when a scroll is required.  It is set to FALSE after 
a display clear or reset.

top_row is the logical top row of the display.  It is kept up to date by the scrolling functions.  C 
function Scroll returns the logical bottom row.  In this way both the top and bottom lines are available 
to those operations that require feeding in text.
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CByte is  the control byte that sets  all  the control signals for the GLCD.  Bit  positions are 
set/cleared with masks and boolean operations.  As commands are written and data are read/written 
CByte is defined appropriately.  Its value in turn sets the MCU's port pins which are hardwired to the 
GLCD control lines.  Signals may be made available via a serial in parallel out shift register (3 port  
pins) or a parallel wired scheme (6 port pins).  CByte's bit position functions are related to how control 
lines are wired to specific port pins (or shift register output pins).  Schematics and software examples 
have been included with this package to help with control line wiring and setup.

Font_Sys5x7[]  and  Font_8x15[] are the font bitmap tables for the system and limited large 
fonts.  GLCD's do not have a character generator thus font bitmap tables must be employed  so  the 
proper pixels are illuminated for each character displayed.  All the font display functions access these 
tables to create the characters ultimately seen on the display.  Refer to the header file Fonts.h for more  
detailed  information  about  these  tables.   These  tables  don't  need  to  be  accessed  directly  at  the 
application level.

Refer to the  GLCD Installation Guide for complete information and instructions on how to 
compile the source code, interface a GLCD and build the GLCD function library.
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Alphabetical Listing of GLCD Functions: (Details in function reference)

abs - Compute absolute value of an unsigned char.
Clear_Row - Clear a specific row.
Draw_CHMBox - Draw a box with chamfered or square corners.
Draw_Circle - Draw a complete circle or 90 degree segments.
Draw_Fill - Fill an area.
Draw_Line - Draw a line between any two points.
Draw_RHBox - Draw a box with full radius vertical sides.
Draw_RNDBox - Draw a box with rounded or square corners.
Draw_RVBox - Draw a box with full radius horizontal sides.
Enable_Pulse - Toggle the enable line of the GLCD.
ErasePGM * - Erase a 64 byte block of the MCU's flash program memory.
GLCD_Clear - Clear the entire GLCD display.
GLCD_Ctrl_Out - Set/clear the GLCD control lines.
GLCD_OFF - Turn the GLCD display off.
GLCD_ON - Turn the GLCD display on.
GLCD_Read - Read a byte from the display's RAM.
GLCD_Reset - Reset the GLCD to default conditions.
GLCD_Restore * - Restore the GLCD's RAM from the MCU's flash program memory.
GLCD_Save * - Save the GLCD's RAM to the MCU's flash program memory.
GLCD_Status - Read the status of the GLCD.
Init_Font - Initialize a font and set it as the current font.
Page_Sel - Set the GLCD page address for 1 chip (0-7).
PORT_In - Read a data byte from the GLCD.
PORT_Out - Write a command or data byte to the GLCD.
Print_Chr - Print a single character to the GLCD.
Print_Str - Print a null terminated string to the GLCD.
RD_EEProm * - Read a byte from the MCU's EEPROM.
ReadPGM * - Read a byte from the MCU's flash program memory.
Scroll - Scroll the GLCD up or down.
Set_Top - Set the GLCD top display line.
WR_EEProm * - Write a byte to the MCU's EEPROM.
WritePGM * - Write a 64 byte block to the MCU's flash program memory.
Write_Pixel - Turn on/off a single pixel given its x,y address.
XY_Chr - Print a single character at a precise x,y position.
YAddr_Sel - Set the GLCD Y address for 1 chip (0-63).

*  Extra  assembly  routines  provided  to  enhance  the  library's  basic  functions.   Usage  in  a  given 
application is optional as these routines are not part of the basic GLCD functions.
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Categorical Listing of GLCD Functions: (Details in function reference)

FONTS Init_Font - Initialize a font and set it as the current font.
Print_Chr - Print a single character to the GLCD.
Print_Str - Print a null terminated string to the GLCD.
XY_Chr - Print a single character at a precise x,y position.

GRAPHICS Draw_CHMBox - Draw a box with chamfered or square corners.
Draw_Circle - Draw a complete circle or 90 degree segments.
Draw_Fill - Fill an area.
Draw_Line - Draw a line between any two points.
Draw_RHBox - Draw a box with full radius vertical sides.
Draw_RNDBox - Draw a box with rounded or square corners.
Draw_RVBox - Draw a box with full radius horizontal sides.
Write_Pixel - Turn on/off a single pixel given its x,y address.

MEMORY ErasePGM - Erase a 64 byte block of the MCU's flash program memory.
GLCD_Restore - Restore the GLCD's RAM from the MCU's flash program 

  memory.
GLCD_Save - Save the GLCD's RAM to the MCU's flash program memory.
RD_EEProm - Read a byte from the MCU's EEPROM.
ReadPGM - Read a byte from the MCU's flash program memory.
WR_EEProm - Write a byte to the MCU's EEPROM.
WritePGM - Write a 64 byte block to the MCU's flash program memory.

GLCD Clear_Row - Clear a specific row.
 Full GLCD_Clear - Clear the entire GLCD display.
 Display GLCD_OFF - Turn the GLCD display off.

GLCD_ON - Turn the GLCD display on.
GLCD_Reset - Reset the GLCD to default conditions.
Scroll - Scroll the GLCD up or down.

GLCD GLCD_Status - Read the status of the GLCD.
 Byte GLCD_Read - Read a byte from the display's RAM.
 Commands Page_Sel - Set the GLCD page address for 1 chip (0-7).

Set_Top - Set the GLCD top display line.
YAddr_Sel - Set the GLCD Y address for 1 chip (0-63).

PORT I/O Enable_Pulse - Toggle the enable line of the GLCD.
GLCD_Ctrl_Out - Set/clear the GLCD control lines.
PORT_In - Read a data byte from the GLCD.
PORT_Out - Write a command or data byte to the GLCD.

MATH abs - Compute absolute value of an unsigned char.
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GLCD Function Dependencies:

abs - None
Clear_Row - Page_Sel, YAddr_Sel, GLCD_Ctrl_Out
Draw_CHMBox - Draw_Line, Draw_Fill
Draw_Circle - Write_Pixel, Draw_Line
Draw_Fill - Page_Sel, YAddr_Sel, GLCD_Ctrl_Out, PORT_Out, Enable_Pulse,

  GLCD_Read
Draw_Line - abs, Write_Pixel
Draw_RHBox - Draw_Line, Draw_Circle, Draw_Fill
Draw_RNDBox - Draw_Line, Draw_Circle, Draw_Fill
Draw_RVBox - Draw_Line, Draw_Circle, Draw_Fill
Enable_Pulse - GLCD_Ctrl_Out, Delay100TCYx*
ErasePGM - None
GLCD_Clear - GLCD_Reset, Draw_Fill
GLCD_Ctrl_Out - None
GLCD_OFF - GLCD_Ctrl_Out, PORT_Out, Enable_Pulse
GLCD_ON - GLCD_Ctrl_Out, PORT_Out, Enable_Pulse
GLCD_Read - GLCD_Ctrl_Out, Enable_Pulse, PORT_In
GLCD_Reset - GLCD_OFF, Set_Top, YAddr_Sel, Delay100TCYx**
GLCD_Restore - Page_Sel, YAddr_Sel, GLCD_Ctrl_Out, PORT_Out, Enable_Pulse, ReadPGM
GLCD_Save - Page_Sel, YAddr_Sel, GLCD_Read, ErasePGM, WritePGM
GLCD_Status - GLCD_Ctrl_Out, Enable_Pulse, PORT_In
Init_Font - None
Page_Sel - GLCD_Ctrl_Out, PORT_Out, Enable_Pulse
PORT_In - None
PORT_Out - None
Print_Chr - Clear_Row, Scroll, Page_Sel, YAddr_Sel, GLCD_Read, Port_Out,

  Enable_Pulse,  GLCD_Ctrl_Out
Print_Str - Print_Chr
RD_EEProm - None
ReadPGM - None
Scroll - abs, Set_Top
Set_Top - GLCD_Ctrl_Out, PORT_Out, Enable_Pulse
WR_EEProm - None
WritePGM - None
Write_Pixel - Page_Sel, YAddr_Sel, GLCD_Read, GLCD_Ctrl_Out, PORT_Out,

  Enable_Pulse
XY_Chr - Write_Pixel
YAddr_Sel - GLCD_Ctrl_Out, PORT_Out, Enable_Pulse

* Only if parallel control lines are used.  ** Only if hardware reset is used.

Bold Italics – Denotes  functions  specific  to MCU I/O ports, hardware, wiring  or memory.  Refer to 
GLCD Installation Guide for more details.
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FUNCTION
REFERENCE
Detailed information about each GLCD function for the software engineer.
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FUNCTION REFERENCE – GLCD Library MUNIAC, LLC

n – Signed value (-128 <= n <= 127)

Returns the absolute value of n.

Pos_Number = abs(-30);

This function sets Pos_Number to 30.  The C18 standard library doesn't include a single byte 
absolute  value  function.   A simple  one  that  uses  a  ternary  operator  has  been  included  here.  
Draw_Line uses this function.
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MATH – Compute Absolute Value

unsigned char abs(char n);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – GLCD Library MUNIAC, LLC

LCD_Row – Row number to clear.   For the system font, 1 <= LCD_Row <= 8.  For the limited
large font 1 <= LCD_Row <= 4.

BW – Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument for background color.

Clear_Row(3, BLACK);

Clears  the  entire  row 3  (row 1 is  top  row  of  default  display)  to  a  background color  of 
BLACK.  This would be used when the font color is  WHITE.  Note that scrolling will alter the 
physical mapping of rows making the top row something other than 1.  Something to consider if the 
specified row doesn't clear as expected.

Detailed Description:

Clear the line specified in row to the background color specified in BW. This function is 
corrected for fonts of different heights.  The system font allows 8 lines (rows) of display while the  
large font allows only 4. Thus, logical lines of display may be 1 or more physical hardware pages.  
The mapping between logical  display  lines  and physical  hardware  pages  uses  "fw->RA" which 
indicates the bit map byte stacking and implied height of the current display font.  Fonts that are 15 
bits high use two bytes of 8 bits each (fw->RA = 2).  The hardware page is masked to ensure it  
remains as 0 >= page <= 7.  Clearing is done first for the left pages (chip=1) then for the right pages 
(chip=2).  Each chip's Y address increments by 1 (in hardware) after the write.  This function is used  
primarily for handing the scrolling of display fonts by clearing top/bottom lines when the display 
becomes full and begins to scroll.
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FONTS – Clear An Entire Row

void Clear_Row(unsigned char LCD_Row, unsigned char BW)



FUNCTION REFERENCE – GLCD Library MUNIAC, LLC

x1 – x coordinate of lower left corner of box. (0 <= x1 <= 127)
y1 – y coordinate of lower left corner of box. (0 <= y1 <= 63)
x2 – x coordinate of upper right corner of box. (0 <= x2 <= 127)
y2 – y coordinate of upper right corner of box. (0 <= y2 <= 63)
cd – Chamfer distance which is the length of the short side of the isosceles triangle.

Don't exceed ½ the length of the shortest side. 0 = Square corners.
fill – Pass TRUE as argument to fill the area.  FALSE leaves area open.
BW – Color of graphic.  Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument for both lines and fill.

Draw_CHMBox(0, 0, 30, 50, 5, FALSE, WHITE);

Draws a  white  rectangle 30x50 pixels in size with chamfered corners of 5  pixels  and  not 
filled.  Make sure to define lower left and upper right corners properly.  Allow room on shortest side 
for chamfer if used.

Detailed Description:

Draw a box with chamfered corners (top & bottom) that  fits  within the lower left  point 
(x1,y1) and upper right point (x2,y2).  Make sure points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) lie within the display 
space and the box sides allow adequate room for the specified chamfer distance.  "cd" specifies the 
chamfer distance which is the length of the short side of the isosceles triangle.  If cd=0 the box is  
drawn with square corners.  No magnitude checks for illegal values are done here.  Set "fill" to  
TRUE to fill the box.  Setting fill to FALSE draws an empty box.
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GRAPHICS – Draw Chamfered Box

void Draw_CHMBox(unsigned char x1, unsigned char y1, 
    unsigned char x2, unsigned char y2, 
    unsigned char cd, unsigned char fill, 
    unsigned char BW);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – GLCD Library MUNIAC, LLC

x0 – x coordinate of center of circle. (radius <= x0 <= 127-radius)
y0 – y coordinate of lower left corner of box. (radius <= y0 <= 63-radius)
radius – Radius of circle in pixels. (0 <= radius <= 32)
quad – Segment quadrant control as follows: (angles move around CW w/12 O'Clock = 0)

1/4 Circle quad Segment 
---------------- ------- ---------- 
0-90 deg 0x03 1 
90-180 deg 0x0c 2 
180-270 deg 0x30 3 
270-360 deg 0xc0 4 
Full circle 0xff All 4

fill – Pass TRUE as argument to fill the area.  FALSE leaves area open.
BW – Color of graphic.  Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument for both lines and fill.

Draw_Circle(63, 31, 20, 0xff, FALSE, WHITE);

Draws a complete white circle in the middle of the display (63,31) with a radius of 20 pixels. 
The circle is not filled.  Make sure that ample room in the display exists for a given center and 
radius.  No points along the circle may be less than 0 or greater than 127 in x and 63 in y.  
Underflowing or overflowing these values will result in an improperly drawn graphic.

Detailed Description:

Draw a circle whose center is at (x0,y0) with a radius as specified.  BW is the color of the 
circular line.  Note that the circle must be entirely in the first quadrant where all points are x>=0 and 
y>=0.  "quad" controls which quadrants are drawn.  This allows 1/4 circles to be easily drawn based 
on the value of quad.  Turning bits on draws the segment.  Add bit patterns together to draw multiple 
segments in any combination.  For example, 0xf0 will draw segments 3,4 from 0xc0 + 0x30 = 0xf0.

This  function  is  an  implementation  of  the  Bresenham  Algorithm  for  a  full  circle  (see 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midpoint_circle_algorithm for more information).  The version included 
here has been enhanced with quadrant drawing control as described above.  Set "fill" to TRUE to fill 
the circle.  FALSE draws an empty circle.
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GRAPHICS – Draw A Circle Or Segments

void Draw_Circle(unsigned char x0, unsigned char y0,
      unsigned char radius, unsigned char quad,
      unsigned char fill, unsigned char BW);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – GLCD Library MUNIAC, LLC

x1 – x coordinate of lower left corner of fill area. (0 <= x1 <= 127)
y1 – y coordinate of lower left corner of fill area. (0 <= y1 <= 63)
x2 – x coordinate of upper right corner of fill area. (0 <= x2 <= 127)
y2 – y coordinate of upper right corner of fill area. (0 <= y2 <= 63)
BW – Color of graphic.  Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument for both lines and fill.

Draw_Fill(0, 0, 127, 63, BLACK);

Draws a black filled area whose lower left corner is at (0,0) and upper right corner is at 
(127,63).  This erases the entire display.  This function can be used to clear the entire display or any 
smaller portion of it.  Handy for dealing with a changing number like time and temperature values.

Detailed Description:

Draw a filled in box with lower left corner (x1,y1) and upper right corner (x2,y2).  Use BW 
to determine the color.  This function doesn't correct for text scrolling and assumes the top line is 0.  
Other values for the top line will cause displaced drawing because 0,0 is no longer the bottom left  
point after a scroll. Make sure that x1 <= x2 and y1 <= y2 for this function to draw.  Writing a grid 
of pixels using Write_Pixel is slow.  This function writes complete bytes where possible to increase 
its speed.  As such, the logic is a bit more complex.  Depending on the "y" boundary (top & bot) the  
display must be read so information just outside the fill isn't changed. This allows layering to occur 
correctly. 
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GRAPHICS – Draw A Filled Area

void Draw_Fill(unsigned char x1, unsigned char y1,
   unsigned char x2, unsigned char y2, unsigned char BW);
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x1 – x coordinate of line start. (0 <= x1 <= 127)
y1 – y coordinate of line start. (0 <= y1 <= 63)
x2 – x coordinate of line terminus. (0 <= x2 <= 127)
y2 – y coordinate of line terminus. (0 <= y2 <= 63)
BW – Color of graphic.  Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument for line color.

Draw_Line(0, 0, 127, 63, WHITE);

Draws a white line diagonally across the display with a positive slope.  Keeping the same x 
value will draw vertical lines.  Keeping the same y value will draw horizontal lines.  This function is 
compensated for any start and terminus point sequence and can be used to draw any graphic.  
Individual lines may be erased by drawing over them with the opposite color.  Note that drawing a 
black line on a black display won't display anything.

Detailed Description:

Draws a straight line between any two points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2).  BW is the color of the 
line.  This is based on Bresenham's line algorithm.
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GRAPHICS – Draw A Straight Line

void Draw_Line(unsigned char x1, unsigned char y1,
        unsigned char x2, unsigned char y2,
        unsigned char BW);
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x1 – x coordinate of lower left corner of box. (0 <= x1 <= 127)
y1 – y coordinate of lower left corner of box. (0 <= y1 <= 63)
x2 – x coordinate of upper right corner of box. (0 <= x2 <= 127)
y2 – y coordinate of upper right corner of box. (0 <= y2 <= 63)
fill – Pass TRUE as argument to fill the area.  FALSE leaves area open.
BW – Color of graphic.  Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument for both lines and fill.

Draw_RHBox(0, 0, 70, 20, FALSE, WHITE);

Draws a white unfilled box that fits within the bounds (0,0) and (70,20).  The vertical sides 
(left and right) will have a full radius.  The centers of these radii lie on a horizontal line.  Make sure 
the top and bottom side length has enough room for the radius to cut back <= the line center.  In 
other words boxes must be wider than they are high to see a radius box effect.  Boxes specified 
exactly as a square will be drawn as circles.  

Detailed Description:

Draw a box with full radius sides (left & right) that fits within the lower left point (x1,y1) and 
upper right point (x2,y2).  Centers of both radii lie on a horizontal line.  Make sure points (x1,y1)  
and  (x2,y2)  lie  within  the  display  space  and  also  allow  adequate  room  for  2*radius  on  the  
top/bottom.  No checks for that are done here.  BW is set to  BLACK or  WHITE for pixel color. 
Graphics functions don't correct for text scrolling and assumes the top line is 0.  Other values for the  
top line will cause displaced drawing because 0,0 is no longer the bottom left point after a scroll.  Set 
"fill" to TRUE to fill the box and radius sides.  FALSE draws an empty box.
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GRAPHICS – Draw A Full Radius Horizontal Box

void Draw_RHBox(unsigned char x1, unsigned char y1,
unsigned char x2,  unsigned char y2,
unsigned char fill,  unsigned char BW)
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x1 – x coordinate of lower left corner of box. (0 <= x1 <= 127)
y1 – y coordinate of lower left corner of box. (0 <= y1 <= 63)
x2 – x coordinate of upper right corner of box. (0 <= x2 <= 127)
y2 – y coordinate of upper right corner of box. (0 <= y2 <= 63)
r – Radius of corner in pixels.  Don't exceed ½ the length of the shortest side. 0 = Square corners.
fill – Pass TRUE as argument to fill the area.  FALSE leaves area open.
BW – Color of graphic.  Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument for both lines and fill.

Draw_RNDBox(0, 0, 30, 50, 5, FALSE, WHITE);

Draws a white rounded box 30x50 pixels in size with radius corners of 5 pixels and not filled. 
Make sure to define lower left and upper right corners properly.  Allow room on shortest  side for 
radius if used.

Detailed Description:

Draw a box with radius corners (top & bottom) that fits within the lower left point (x1,y1) 
and upper right point (x2,y2).  Make sure points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) lie within the display space. 
Adequate room on the box sides is required to radius the corners properly.  If radius is 0, then box is  
drawn with square corners.  No magnitude checks for illegal values are done here.  Set "fill"  to 
TRUE to fill the rounded box.  FALSE draws an empty box. 
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GRAPHICS – Draw Rounded Box

void Draw_RNDBox(unsigned char x1, unsigned char y1, 
    unsigned char x2, unsigned char y2, 
    unsigned char r, unsigned char fill, 
    unsigned char BW);
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x1 – x coordinate of lower left corner of box. (0 <= x1 <= 127)
y1 – y coordinate of lower left corner of box. (0 <= y1 <= 63)
x2 – x coordinate of upper right corner of box. (0 <= x2 <= 127)
y2 – y coordinate of upper right corner of box. (0 <= y2 <= 63)
fill – Pass TRUE as argument to fill the area.  FALSE leaves area open.
BW – Color of graphic.  Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument for both lines and fill.

Draw_RVBox(0, 0, 20, 60, FALSE, WHITE);

Draws a white unfilled box that fits within the bounds (0,0) and (20,60).  The horizontal sides 
(top and bottom) will have a full radius.  The centers of these radii lie on a vertical line.  Make sure 
the left and right side length has enough room for the radius to cut back <= the line center.  In other 
words boxes must be taller than they are wide to see a radius box effect.  Boxes specified exactly as 
a square will be drawn as circles.  

Detailed Description:

Draw a box with full radius sides (top & bottom) that fits within the lower left point (x1,y1) 
and upper right point (x2,y2).  Centers of both radii lie on a vertical line.  Make sure points (x1,y1)  
and (x2,y2) lie within the display space.  Adequate room for the 2*radius is required on the left and 
right.  No checks for that are done here.  Set "fill" to TRUE to fill the box and radius sides.  FALSE 
draws an empty box.
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GRAPHICS – Draw A Full Radius Vertical Box

void Draw_RVBox(unsigned char x1, unsigned char y1,
unsigned char x2,  unsigned char y2,
unsigned char fill,  unsigned char BW)
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No Parameters.

Enable_Pulse();

This low level function is used to control the ENABLE line of the GLCD.  It provides the 
required strobe pulse to assert data and commands on/off the data bus.  Depending on whether a 
serial or parallel I/O method is used, delays may be required to avoid improper communication with 
the GLCD.

Detailed Description:

Create  a  strobe  pulse  (high  to  low)  on  the  display's  enable  input  to  facilitate  data  and 
command reads/writes.   This  can be  handled by dedicating an I/O port  pin to  the EN line.   A 
dedicated port pin will function faster and requires a delay to allow the GLCD to function properly. 
A serial approach can also be used if no dedicated port pin is available.  The delay in the shift  
register will usually be sufficient to allow proper timing for the GLCD.  See the schematics for 
specific wiring.
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PORT I/O – Create A Strobe Pulse For ENABLE Line

void Enable_Pulse(void)
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s1 – Is the 16 bit address pointing to the first byte of the 64 byte block to be erased.

ErasePGM(s1);

Bytes are erased to 0xff. Nothing is returned to the C calling function.

Detailed Description:

This  assembly  language function  takes  the  16 bit  address  of  the memory position  as  its 
incoming argument.  AUTO is required to ensure the argument is pushed onto the stack.  Otherwise 
the compiler will generate a global symbol (_ReadPGM:0) that won't get resolved by the linker. 
This  routine  uses  a  TBLRD to fetch  the  byte.   Single  bytes  are  returned in  the  W register  by 
convention.  FSR1 and FSR2 (stack and frame pointers) aren't changed here. 

NOTE:  This routine is for 16 bit addresses only!  Small memory model.  Stack manipulations and 
pointer arithmetic would need to be changed to accommodate large memory models.
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MEMORY – Erase 64 Byte Block Of Flash Program Memory

void ErasePGM(auto rom unsigned char *s1);
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BW -  Color of display after clear.  Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument.  Clear to black for
displaying white graphics and/or fonts.

 GLCD_Clear(BLACK);

Clears the entire display to black.  Use this to generate a blank screen and display white 
graphics and/or fonts.

Detailed Description:

Clear the entire GLCD display.  Issue a reset so the top line is zero and other parameters start 
from the beginning.  The clear is accomplished by drawing a fill to include the entire GLCD.  Also 
zero the scroll accumulator which is also done by GLCD_Reset().  The fill color is specified in BW. 
Also set row=1 and col=1 which is the top left display position.
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GLCD (Full Display) – Clear The Entire Display

void GLCD_Clear(unsigned char BW);
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CByte – Control byte whose bit positions correspond to each of the GLCD control lines.

GLCD_Ctrl_Out(CByte);

Sets  the  GLCD control  lines  high  for  1  bits  and low for  0  bits.   Bit  positions  need to 
correspond to each of the control lines as wired.  This byte may be written directly to an MCU port 
(parallel approach) or sent to a serial in parallel out shift register (serial approach).

Detailed Description:

Assembly routine to accept a 1 byte (8 bits) parameter from the calling C program.  Each bit 
is thus sent out serially to the 74HC4049 serial in parallel out shift register.  This allows writing of  
the 5 GLCD control lines using fewer I/O pins.  Only the bits used here change the latch register in 
those positions.  The input byte is returned by this function. 

auto is required to ensure the argument is pushed onto the stack. Otherwise the compiler will 
generate a global symbol (_ReadPGM:0) that won't get resolved by the linker.  FSR1 and FSR2 
(stack and frame pointers) aren't changed here. 

NOTE:  This routine is for 16 bit addresses only!  Small memory model.  Stack manipulations and 
pointer arithmetic would need to be changed to accommodate large memory models.

See the source code for important  “defines” that  will  need to  be changed if  the specific 
installation deviates from that presented in the schematics.  Installation is covered in detail in the 
GLCD Installation Guide.
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PORT I/O – Set GLCD Control Lines

unsigned char GLCD_Ctrl_Out(auto unsigned char Cbyte);
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No parameters.

GLCD_OFF();

Turns off the GLCD.  Internal status of the display and RAM contents are unaffected.

Detailed Description:

The OFF command is facilitated by setting up the control lines then issuing the instruction 
byte.  This creates the effect of a clear screen much faster than GLCD_Clear does since the display 
immediately disappears when it is turned off.  This can be used to improve the look and flow of 
successive display panels in certain applications.  Perhaps those that wish to hide the building and 
erasing of content.
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GLCD (Full Display) – Turn Off the GLCD

void GLCD_OFF(void);
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No parameters.

GLCD_ON();

Turns on the GLCD.  Internal status of the display and RAM contents are unaffected.

Detailed Description:

The ON command is facilitated by setting up the control lines then issuing the instruction 
byte.  This creates the effect of displaying the RAM on the screen much faster than building up more 
complex displays piece meal.  The display RAM is immediately presented when it is turned on.  This 
can  be  used  to  improve the  look and flow of  successive  display  panels  in  certain  applications. 
Perhaps for those that wish to hide the building and erasing of content.
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GLCD (Full Display) – Turn ON the GLCD

void GLCD_ON(void);
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No parameters.

unsigned char byte;

byte = GLCD_Read();

Read the RAM byte pointed to by chip, page and Y address.  The hardware automatically 
advances the Y address by 1 after the read.

Detailed Description:

Read a data byte from the GLCD's RAM using the current chip select, page and Y address 
pointer  previously  set.   Owing  to  hardware  design,  reading  requires  a  dummy  operation  first 
followed by a read that brings in the data.  Note the read operation advances the address pointer by 1 
just like the write operation does.  The Y address pointer is an internal register within the display's  
hardware.  ENABLE can be controlled by either a dedicated port pin or a bit in the shift register.  See 
Enable_Pulse.c and GLCD_Ctrl_Out.asm for more details.

The smallest unit of display space that can be read is a single byte.  This controls 8 pixels. 
For operations that require setting a single pixel, the entire column needs to be read first, a single bit 
is then changed and the updated column is written back to the display RAM.
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GLCD (Byte Commands) – Read The GLCD RAM

unsigned char GLCD_Read(void);
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No parameters.

GLCD_Reset();

Reset the entire GLCD.  This turns off the display and sets the top line and Y address to 0 for 
both chips.

Detailed Description:

The function can perform a hardware or software reset depending on how the reset line of the 
display is wired.  How the source code is written determines which method is used.  Reset includes 
turning off the display, setting the address registers to zero, setting the top line to zero and setting the 
scroll accumulator to zero.  The scroll accumulator is always done in software via C statement sp=0. 

For hardware reset (RST wired to a port pin), just hold the reset line low for 20 uS then return 
it to Vcc. 

For software (RST wired to Vcc), use the primitive functions to perform the reset.  You may 
need to change the code here to accomplish this. 

The reset line (RST = pin 17 on display) is active low.
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GLCD (Byte Commands) – Reset The Entire GLCD

void GLCD_Reset(void);
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No parameters.

unsigned int byte_count;

byte_count = GLCD_Restore();

Restore the GLCD's RAM (1024 bytes) from  an image previously saved in  flash program 
memory  by  GLCD_Save().   The function returns the number of bytes read from flash program 
memory.

Detailed Description:

This  function reads back the graphics LCD memory (1024 bytes) saved in flash program 
memory by GLCD_Save()  into  the  graphics  LCD  RAM effectively  restoring  the  entire  display. 
Reads are done in single bytes.  Assembly language functions ReadPGM, WritePGM and ErasePGM 
are used to manage the flash program memory reads/writes.  This requires a ROM buffer area to be 
previously defined and properly initialized.   See the  GLCD Installation Guide for more details. 
This feature may be helpful in applications that need to rapidly save/restore entire display panels but 
don't have RAM space available.  Flash program memory is also non-volatile which allows displays 
to be retained during power outages or between start-ups.
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MEMORY – Restore the GLCD From Flash Program Memory

unsigned int GLCD_Restore(void);
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No parameters.

unsigned int byte_count;

byte_count = GLCD_Save();

Save the GLCD's RAM (1024 bytes) into flash program memory.  The function returns the 
number of bytes written to flash program memory.

Detailed Description:

This function writes the graphics LCD RAM (1024 bytes) into flash program memory.  It can 
later be read back by GLCD_Restore() effectively restoring the entire display.  Writes are done in 
64 byte  blocks.  Assembly language functions ReadPGM, WritePGM and ErasePGM are used to 
manage the flash program memory reads/writes.  This requires a ROM buffer area to be previously 
defined and properly initialized.  See the GLCD Installation Guide for more details.  This feature 
may be helpful in applications that need to rapidly save/restore entire display panels but don't have 
RAM space available.   Flash program memory is  also non-volatile  which allows displays to  be 
retained during power outages or between start-ups.
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MEMORY – Save the GLCD From Flash Program Memory

unsigned int GLCD_Save(void);
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No parameters.

unsigned char status;

status = GLCD_Status();

Read the status of the GLCD.  This bit positions for status are as follows:

DB7 = Busy - 0=Ready, 1=In operation 
DB6 = 0 
DB5 = On/Off - 0=On, 1=Off 
DB4 = Reset - 0=Normal, 1=Reset 
DB3 = 0 
DB2 = 0 
DB1 = 0 
DB0 = 0

Detailed Description:

In some situations this might be used for timing purposes.  Status can be polled until the 
display is ready.  Some applications may need to know the status of the display ahead of time.
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GLCD (Byte Commands) – Read The GLCD Status

unsigned char GLCD_Status(void);
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F – Address of the first byte in the font bitmap table (pick Font_Sys5x7 or Font_8x15).
p – Address of the corresponding font structure.  Usually sf or lf.

Function returns the address of the corresponding font structure &sf or &lf.

fw = Init_Font(Font_Sys5x7, &sf); /* Initialize system font and make it the current font */ 
fw = Init_Font(Font_8x15, &lf); /* Initialize large font and make it the current font */ 

Include  only  one  of  the  above statements  before  using  any of  the  font  and/or  character 
functions to set the font that is currently working.  Subsequent character handling functions will look 
at fw to determine which font is “open”.  The current font remains in effect until it is changed.

Detailed Description:

Initialize the font information structure  FW_FONT for use by those functions that display 
the current font.  This needs to be done prior to using the system font, large font and other fonts.  
Display functions use this information to process fonts properly.  This function receives the address 
of the first byte of the font table "F" and the address of the FW_FONT structure "p".  Refer to the 
"Fonts.h" file for more information on font table layout and the  FW_FONT structure.  Init_Font 
needs to be called once to set each structure and establish the current font.  Do this prior to using any 
and all of the character display functions.

The FW_FONT structure holds a collection of information required to handle all the logic 
associated with displaying, wrapping and scrolling of fonts.  For example, the number of logical 
display  rows  and  characters  per  line  are  here.   Global  variable  fw allows  easy  access  to  this 
information by any of the functions dealing with fonts.  If room is available additional fixed width 
fonts can be added simply be creating another font table and using Init_Font to make it the current 
working font.
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FONTS – Set A Working Font

FW_FONT *Init_Font(rom const unsigned char *F, FW_FONT *p);
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Chip – Numeric chip enable value.  Set 1 for left panel and 2 for right panel. 
Page – Hardware page number 0 – 7.

Refer to the GLCD Introduction guide for information on how the GLCD is organized.

Page_Sel(1, 4);

Enables the left panel (Chip = 1) then sets its display page to 4 (Page = 4).

Detailed Description:

Send a page select command to the  GLCD to set the  Page (0-7) for either the left or right 
side.  Chip is either 1 (left) or 2 (right).  No magnitude checks are performed for the values passed 
into this function.   These settings will remain in effect until  changed by another command or a 
GLCD reset.  The above is required prior to setting the Y Address for locating a specific RAM byte 
to be read or written.
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GLCD (Byte Commands) – Select Page Number

void Page_Sel(unsigned char Chip, unsigned char Page);
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No parameters.

unsigned char byte;

byte = PORT_In();

Read a single data byte from the GLCD RAM.  The current chip select (1 or 2), page # (0 - 7) 
and Y address (0 - 63) specify the location.

Detailed Description:

Function to read the port or ports associated with the graphics LCD read/write lines (8 total). 
This program is comprised of expansions from #define statements.  All other functions that talk to 
the GLCD data bus call this one.  This makes it easier to customize the library to different MCUs 
and wiring configurations.  Functions like GLCD_Status and GLCD_Read will call this function for 
data.  See also PORT_Out(byte) and GraphicsLCD.h for related files and more information.
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PORT I/O – Read GLCD Data Byte

unsigned char PORT_In(void);
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byte – 8 bit byte to write to the GLCD data bus.

PORT_Out(0xfe);

Write a bit pattern 11111110 to the GLCD data lines.  If this were data and not an instruction, 
pixels DB1 – DB7 are set and DB0 is cleared.

Detailed Description:

Function to write the port or ports associated with the graphics LCD read/write lines (8 total). 
This program is comprised of expansions from #define statements.  All other functions that talk to 
the GLCD call this one.  This makes it easier to customize the library to different MCUs and wiring 
configuration.  Functions like GLCD_Status and GLCD_Read will call this function for data.  See 
also PORT_In(byte) and GraphicsLCD.h for related files.
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PORT I/O – Write A Data Byte To The GLCD

void PORT_Out(unsigned char byte);
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C – Character to print (use standard ASCII codes).
BW – Color to print character.  Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument.

Print_Chr('x', WHITE);

Prints the character x from the current working font to the display at the setting of row and 
col.   If  row=1 and  col=1, then x will  be printed in the upper left  corner of the display.   col is 
advanced by 1 after the print.  If the line length is exceeded, row is advanced by one and col is set to 
1.  If the display is full, it will scroll up 1 line.  The bottom row is cleared and col is set to 1.   row is 
set to the new bottom row after the scroll and printing begins.

Detailed Description:

Display an ASCII character at the current position indicated by row and col. Increment the 
col to the next position after a character is displayed.  If it exceeds the end-of-line, then increase row 
by 1 logical line (might be 1-2 physical rows depending on font height) and reset col to 1.  1 is the 
first position on the left of the display.  This function allows seamless display between the left and 
right hardware panels.  It also creates a margin to center display lines left and right.  An extra set of  
pixels  are  added between  characters  and below each character  so  multiple  characters  and lines 
display in a readable manner.  Thus the matrix for a 5x7 font is actually 6x8 pixels.  Line wrapping is 
handled when col exceeds the display's CPL (chars per line).  Print_Chr is a generalized function 
that handles 5x7 and 8x15 fonts in the same fashion.  A static variable fw points to the font structure 
which contains all the housekeeping information required to display the font.  The default fonts are 
sf (system 5x7 font) and lf (large 8x15 font w/limited chars).    Note that a virtual line is added by 
the software to  prevent vertically stacked characters from running together.  Setting  fw  to one of 
these is required prior to calling any of the display functions.  This is handled by the  Init_Font() 
function.  Scrolling up/down is also supported.  For TTY style output the display fills towards the 
bottom then automatically scrolls up.  Values for row and col can be set to more accurately control 
display positioning.  BW is set to BLACK or WHITE to control color.

printf calls this function to facilitate format conversions and formatted output.  This is setup 
by changing where stdio is sent.  For the C18 compiler the following statement redirects stdio:

stdout = _H_USER;

See also the function  _user_putc(C) for more information about hooking in  printf.  The GLCD 
library includes a hook to printf.  GLCD_Demo.c has good examples of C code using printf.
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FONTS – Print A Character To The GLCD

void Print_Chr(unsigned char C, unsigned char BW);
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s – Pointer to NULL terminated character string in MCU RAM.
BW – Color to print characters in string.  Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument.

Print_Str(s, WHITE);

Prints a NULL terminated string in RAM pointed to by s to the display in WHITE.

Detailed Description:

Function to loop over characters in a string terminated with a NULL.  s holds the address of 
the string in RAM.  BW is the desired display color.  A CR or LF resets col to 1 and increments the 
row.  These control chars can be processed individually if needed by modifying the if statements in 
Print_Str.c.  As coded, CR and LF do the same things.  Scroll detection is handled in the Print_Chr 
function.  This mimics a simple TTY style output.
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FONTS – Print A Character String To The GLCD

void Print_Str(ram unsigned char *s, unsigned char BW);
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addr – Address in EEPROM to save data byte (0 – 255). 

unsigned char byte;

byte = RD_EEProm(0x20);

Read a byte out of the MCU EEPROM from address 20 hex (32 dec).  Store the byte in the  
variable byte.

Detailed Description:

Assembly routine to read a byte from the processor's EEPROM memory and return it to the C 
calling  program.   The  function  takes  an  8  bit  address  of  the  memory  position  as  its  incoming 
argument.  auto is required to ensure the argument is pushed onto the stack.  Otherwise the compiler 
will generate a global symbol (_ReadPGM:0) that won't get resolved by the linker. Single bytes are 
returned in the W register by convention.  FSR1 and FSR2 (stack and frame pointers) aren't changed 
here. 

NOTE:  This routine is for 16 bit addresses only!  Small memory model.  Stack manipulations and 
pointer arithmetic would need to be changed to accommodate large memory models.

Make sure the processor has EEPROM reads enabled.
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MEMORY – Read A Byte From MCU EEPROM

unsigned char RD_EEProm(auto unsigned char addr);
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s – Address of flash program memory to read a byte from (0 – 65,535).

unsigned char byte;

byte = ReadPGM(1024);

Read the flash program memory at address 1024 dec and store the data in byte.

Detailed Description:

Assembly routine to read a byte from program memory (flash) and return it to the C calling 
program.  The function takes the 16 bit address of the memory position as its incoming argument. 
AUTO is required to ensure the argument is pushed onto the stack.  Otherwise the compiler will 
generate a global symbol (_ReadPGM:0) that won't get resolved by the linker.  This routine uses a 
TBLRD to fetch the byte.  Single bytes are returned in the W register by convention.  FSR1 and 
FSR2 (stack and frame pointers) aren't changed here. 

NOTE:  This routine is for 16 bit addresses only!  Small memory model.  Stack manipulations and 
pointer arithmetic would need to be changed to accommodate large memory models.

Make sure the processor has table reads enabled.
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MEMORY – Read A Byte From Flash Program Memory

unsigned char ReadPGM(auto rom unsigned char *s);
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Scroll_Amt – Amount in pixels to scroll (+/- 63) the display.  Positive scrolls up and negative scrolls
down.

unsigned char bottom_row;

bottom_row = Scroll(8);

Scroll the display up by a row of the system font.  Set bottom_row to the new logical bottom 
row value (1-8).  This scrolls for both chips (left and right panels).

Detailed Description:

This function scrolls the display up/dw  Scroll_Amt pixels.  Both left and right panels are 
scrolled.  Each of the 8 pages is 8 vertical pixels tall.  Scroll_Amt thus goes from 0-63.  The GLCD 
display  is  basically  a  loop  with  top  and  bottom pixels  connected  somewhat  like  a  chain.   By 
changing which pixel (chain link) the hardware uses as the top line you facilitate a scroll effect.  The 
default is top=0 and bottom=63.  For example, setting the top to 1 scrolls everything 1 pixel up.  The 
new top line would be 1 and the last two lines at the bottom are 63 and 0.  Essentially the top line 
wraps around to the bottom as everything else shifts  up.   You'll  need to keep track of the new 
addresses with respect to the changed top line.  In the previous example (top set to 1) writing to zero 
will be at the bottom of the display.  Not at the top as expected with default settings.  For TTY type 
scrolling  sp  is used to keep track of this.  This function also returns the new bottom line  number 
(row).   8  pixels  equals  one  line  for  the  system font.   sp is  the  pixel  accumulator  so  scrolling 
operations are additive.  Scrolling occurs only if Scroll_Amt != 0.  A six bit mask is applied to limit 
the scrolling to 63.  sp allows a new bottom row to be computed after the display's current top line 
rolls around to the bottom of the display.  The mapping changes for each scroll operation until the 
display completes one revolution.  The new bot_row is returned for use by other display functions. 
For the system font, it will range from 1-8.  Positive values for  Scroll_Amt scroll up.  Negative 
values scroll down.  A new top_row is also computed here.

See the GLCD Introduction for more information about how scrolling works.
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GLCD (Full Display) – Scroll The Entire Display

unsigned char Scroll(unsigned char Scroll_Amt)



FUNCTION REFERENCE – GLCD Library MUNIAC, LLC

top_ln – GLCD top line number (0 – 63).

Set_Top(8);

Set the top line of the GLCD to 8 for both chips.

Detailed Description:

Function to set the top line of the GLCD display.  Values range from 0 (top) to 63 (bottom). 
This function is used as part of the scrolling logic.  Setting the top line to anything other than 0 will 
change the origin (0,0) for graphics displays.
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GLCD (Byte Commands) – Set The GLCD Top Line

void Set_Top(unsigned char top_ln);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – GLCD Library MUNIAC, LLC

byte – Data byte to be written into the MCU EEPROM.
adr – Address of EEPROM to write to (0 – 255).

unsigned char byte;

byte = WR_EEProm(0xab, 0x60);

Write ab (hex) into the MCU EEPROM at location 60 (hex).  Return the data byte (ab hex) 
and save it in byte.

Detailed Description:

Assembly routine to write a byte to the processor's EEPROM memory and return it to the C 
calling  program.    The  function  takes  a  data  byte  and  8  bit  EEPROM memory  address  as  its 
incoming arguments.  AUTO is required to ensure the argument is pushed onto the stack.  Otherwise 
the compiler will generate a global symbol (_ReadPGM:0) that won't get resolved by the linker. 
Single  bytes  are  returned in  the  W register  by  convention.   FSR1 and  FSR2 (stack  and frame 
pointers) aren't changed here.  The function returns the data byte. 

NOTE:  This routine is for 16 bit addresses only!  Small memory model.  Stack manipulations and 
pointer arithmetic would need to be changed to accommodate large memory models.

Make sure the processor has EEPROM writes enabled.
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MEMORY – Write A Byte To The MCU EEPROM

unsigned char WR_EEProm(auto unsigned char byte,  auto unsigned char adr);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – GLCD Library MUNIAC, LLC

s1 – Base address of 64 byte block in flash program memory to write to.  Must be on an even 64 byte 
boundary.

s2 – Address of buffer to take the data bytes from.

#define MemBuf 1024
rom unsigned char GLCD_Mem[MemBuf+64];
rom unsigned char *p_mem;
ram unsigned char Flash[64];
unsigned int mem_64;

mem_64 = (unsigned int)GLCD_Mem; /* Init p_mem to first 64 byte boundary */ 
mem_64 = (mem_64/64 + (mem_64%64 == 0 ? 0 : 1))*64 - mem_64; 
p_mem = &GLCD_Mem[mem_64]; 

WritePGM(p_mem, Flash);

Write 64 bytes taken from the array Flash and copy them into flash program memory starting 
at the first 64 byte boundary within array GLCD_Mem.  This is done as two 32 byte blocks within 
the function.  Refer to the PIC 18F4550 data sheet for details on writing to flash program memory.

Detailed Description:

Assembly routine to write 64 bytes from an input buffer (data ram) into program memory 
from a C calling program.  The function takes two 16 bit addresses.  One is the base address of the  
program memory to be written to (s1).  The other is the base address of the input buffer (s2) which  
supplies the bytes to write.  These must not overlap.  TBLWR is used which requires a minimum of 
32 bytes to be written in one block from holding registers 00-1F.  Short writes load each of the 32 
holding registers.  A long write transfers the holding registers to program memory.  Two such cycles 
occur in this routine to accomplish a 64 byte write (two 32 byte blocks). 

Detailed Description continued on next page.
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MEMORY – Write 64 Bytes To Flash Program Memory

void WritePGM(auto rom unsigned char *s1, auto ram unsigned char *s2);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – GLCD Library MUNIAC, LLC

C function  arguments  require  auto to  ensure  the  arguments  are  pushed  onto  the  stack. 
Otherwise  the  compiler  will  generate  a  set  of  global  symbols  (_ReadPGM:0...)  that  won't  get 
resolved by the linker.  Nothing is returned to the C calling function.  A copy of FSR1 (stack pointer)  
is made into FSR0.  FSR1 is thus unchanged.  FSR0 is used to retrieve the arguments from the stack. 
FSR0 is used to point to the base address of the memory blocks.  A simple 16 bit addition adds 32 to  
the first base address (block 1) to get the second base address (block 2)  FSR2 is used to hold the 
base address of the input buffer.  FSR2 (frame pointer) is saved and restored before a return. 

NOTE:  This routine is for 16 bit addresses only!  Small memory model.  Stack manipulations and 
pointer arithmetic would need to be changed to accommodate large memory models.
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FUNCTION REFERENCE – GLCD Library MUNIAC, LLC

X – X coordinate of pixel location (0 – 127).
Y – Y coordinate of pixel location (0 – 63).
BW – Color to set pixel.  Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument.

Write_Pixel(0, 0, WHITE);

Sets the pixel at location (0,0) to white.

Detailed Description:

The GLCD library maps left/right columns, display pages and 8 pixel groups into a single 
(x,y)  display  space  as  the  first  quadrant  of  a  Cartesian  coordinate  system.   See  the  GLCD 
Introduction for more details.  Each (x,y) coordinate addresses a single pixel.  Since the smallest  
addressable unit is an 8 pixel group (1 byte in GLCD RAM), logic is required that involves reading 
the current address position and using bit shifting to set a single pixel within that group without 
altering  the  other  7  pixels.   Pixels  are  set  to  white  or  black  via  BW depending  on  display 
requirements. (0,0) is the origin.  This function checks its arguments to ensure 0 >= x <= 127, 0 >= y 
<= 63.
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GRAPHICS – Set/Clear A Single Pixel At X,Y

void Write_Pixel(unsigned char X, unsigned char Y, unsigned char BW);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – GLCD Library MUNIAC, LLC

x0 – x coordinate of lower left pixel of character matrix (0 – 127).
y0 – y coordinate of lower left pixel of character matrix (0 – 63).
C – ASCII code of character to display.
rot – Rotation information.  See table below:

0 = No rotation 
1 = Rotate 90 degrees CW 
2 = Rotate 180 degrees CW 
3 = Rotate 270 degrees CW

BW – Color to print character.  Pass WHITE or BLACK as argument.

XY_Chr(10, 10, 'A', 0, WHITE);

Prints the character A on the display at 10,10.  The character matrix is referenced from its 
lower left corner regardless of rotation.  Thus character rotated 90 or 270 degrees will be wider than 
those displayed at 0 or 180 degrees.  Make sure room in the display exists for the complete character 
as no clipping is performed.

Detailed Description:

Print a system font character on the GLCD at (x,y).  This would be the lower left corner of 
the character bit pattern matrix.  Rotation of individual characters is supported in multiples of 90 
degrees moving clockwise.  Set rot per the table above.  The lower left corner of the pixel matrix is 
always the reference point.   Rotated characters are placed such that their  matrix aligns with the 
normal characters.  Note that characters rotated 90 and 270 degrees are wider and not as tall.  Also  
make sure enough space around the character matrix exists within the display space when selecting 
(x,y).  No trimming is performed here.  This function is correct for the system and large fonts.  
Adjustments  and translations  are  performed here  so rotations  of  90,  180 and 270 degrees  align 
correctly.  The purpose of this function is to allow precise placement of characters not possible with 
row and column positioning.
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FONTS – Print A Character To X,Y

void XY_Chr(unsigned char x0, unsigned char y0,
   unsigned char C, unsigned char rot,
   unsigned char BW);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – GLCD Library MUNIAC, LLC

Chip – Numeric chip enable value.  Set 1 for left panel and 2 for right panel.
Y – Y address value to set register with (0 – 63).

YAddr_Sel(1, 30);

Sets the Y address register to 30.  Both reads and writes will address this specific byte.  The 
address will automatically increment by 1 after a read or write.  The currently set chip select and 
page number are used.

Detailed Description:

Select chip (1=left panel, 2=right panel).  Then position with the Y address space from 0-63. 
Select page prior to this to set the current page number.  The Y address register within the selected 
chip and page will increment by 1 after a data read/write.  Y address is a bit confusing since this 
actually  progresses  byte  columns horizontally  along what  is  usually  considered  the  x axis.   It's 
simply a hardware convention adopted by the display manufacturer.
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GLCD (Byte Commands) – Set The GLCD Y Address

void YAddr_Sel(unsigned char Chip, unsigned char Y);



Screen Shot Examples 1-4:

Small  font  is  21  columns  by  8  rows.   Large 
limited font is 14 columns by 4 rows.  Characters 
are positioned by row and column designations.  A 
precise positioning function is available to locate 
characters by the pixel.  Both fonts may be used 
on a single panel.

Large limited font.

Rectangles with sharp, chamfer and round 
corners.  These are specified by supplying 
the lower left and upper right points.

Rectangles that  are filled.   Accomplished 
by setting the Fill parameter to TRUE.
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Screen Shot Examples 5-8:

Circles can be drawn hollow or filled.  Circles can 
also be broken into 4 segments and they can either 
be  hollow  or  filled.   Segments  are  90  degree 
slices.   Any  combination  of  segments  can  be 
drawn.  

Straight  line  segments  can  be  drawn 
between any two end points.  Positive and 
negative slopes are handled automatically.

Graphic  representations  of  data  can  be 
created using lines, fonts and filled shapes. 
These  must  be  built  up  using  the  basic 
GLCD functions.   The bars  were created 
from a rectangular fill.

Another example of graphical data but this 
time using straight lines to connect the data 
points.
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Screen Shot Examples 9,10:

All  the  characters  available  in  the  limited  large 
font.  These are good for clocks, voltages, amps 
and temperatures.  

All the characters available in the system 
font.   The  tilda  and  DEL characters  are 
converted  to  right  and  left  arrows 
respectively.

The ten screen shots shown in the tables above were actual photographs taken from the 
GLCD.

To order the GLCD visit www.muniac.com for pricing and ordering information.
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http://www.muniac.com/

